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Introduction -A shift to informative supportSince the earthquake struck on the 11th of March 2011, we have been making
support efforts targeting visually impaired disaster victims in the coastal regions
of the Iwate Prefecture. We will give a general outline of what we have been doing.
Unfortunately, we have nothing to report about Fukushima and the nuclear
meltdown. We therefore feel misery and helplessness. Also, we are still unable to
completely understand the status of visually impaired disaster victims.
After the Great Hanshin Earthquake, an organization called “HABIE” was
formed and, along with 1,200 volunteers, confirmed the safety of 1,686 visually
impaired disaster victims over a three week period, as well as continuing support
efforts for a total of 1,800 individuals for a further year and 8 months.
The Eastern Japan’s Massive Earthquake has exceeded our powers and
thoughts, and kept people at a distance. On the 21st, ten days after the
earthquake hit, we finally managed to reach the coastline of Miyako City in Iwate
via Akita. The tsunami had completely destroyed what was once a town and
replaced it with a sea of rubble.
While at a loss for words and growing concerned about the condition of the
Fukushima nuclear plant, we were overcome with a feeling of helplessness. We
soon realized that the techniques used after the Great Hanshin Earthquake
would not be enough and that making safety confirmations would be no easy task.
After worrying over what we should do, and what we were even capable of
doing, we decided to base ourselves in Iwate and make a shift to spreading the
word through “informative support.”
Since then, while carrying out safety confirmations and support efforts, we
have consulted with the radio stations, the social welfare conferences and all of
the volunteers in Iwate and have done our best to do our support efforts through
“informative support.” The real disability that visually impaired people face is a
lack of information. We need a system that fills the role of eyes for the visually
impaired, in which they will be continually supported through informative
support.
The purpose of this report is to remind people about the Eastern Japan’s
Massive Earthquake, not to mention the Great Hanshin Earthquake. We would
like to show our gratitude for all those who have continued to provide support to
JBS and InTouch.
InTouch Representative
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Toshinobu Kawagoe

The Eastern Japan’s Massive Earthquake

State of damage

●Total level of damage (As of May 29th, 2012, Website of the Cabinet Office)
1)Human damages
Deceased – 15,859
Missing – 3,021
Injured – 6,107
2)Structural damages
Completely destroyed – 129,912
Partially destroyed – 258,554
Damaged – 711,348
3)Evacuees
Total number of evacuees – 341,235
●Level of damage within Iwate Prefecture (As of May 30th, 2012, Website of the
Iwate Prefecture Government)
1) Human damages (Total population: 1,330,147)
*As of October 1st, 2010
Deceased – 4,671
Missing – 1,220
Injured – 200
2) Structural damages (completely destroyed and partially destroyed houses)
Number of damaged structures – 24,877
3) Level of damage to the main areas of the coastline
Total population

Deceased

Missing

Structures damaged

Rikuzentakata

23,300

1,555

230

3,341

Ofunato

40,737

340

81

3,629

Kamaishi

39,574

888

156

3,648

Otsuchi

15,276

803

475

3,717

Yamada

18,617

604

153

3,167

Miyako

59,430

420

97

4,675

196,934

4,610

1,192

22,177

Total

●Status of visually impaired people in Iwate Prefecture (Survey of the cities and
towns as of May 30th, 2012)
The disabled:
Total population

The disabled:
Deceased

Rikuzentakata

1,155

123

Visually impaired
people: Total
population
104

Ofunato

1,743

42

190

4

Kamaishi

2,039

64

190

4

Otsuchi

912

Unknown

87

Unknown

Yamada

851

61

93

4

Miyako

2,462

36

178

Unknown

Total

9,162

326

842

20

Visually impaired
people: Deceased
8

*Total population according to the Iwate Prefecture Government’s website as of March 31st, 2010
*Total population of the disabled/visually impaired people = The number of those who have the identification
booklet for the challenged
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Those that have given their help and support
●Everyone at the Iwate Welfare Association for the Visually Impaired, and Mr.
Hisayuki Miura
Iwate Prefecture, which has total land area second only to Hokkaido, took a
substantial amount of damage to its coastal region. There was a need to aid
visually impaired disaster victims as soon as possible and the unfamiliar terrain
proved to add to the challenge of our support efforts. We received a great deal of
on-site help and support from the Iwate Welfare Association for the Visually
Impaired and its vice-president, Mr. Hisayuki Miura.
The association, which always supports the visually impaired in Iwate, bore
the burden of our on-site response headquarters and offered us with a great deal
of support after the earthquake hit.
Mr. Miura also gave us a lot of helpful advice when we were trying to find the
most efficient methods of support. We would like to take this opportunity to thank
him once again.

The Iwate Welfare Association for the
Visually Impaired
Vice-president, Mr. Hisayuki Miura

Relief Supplies

The relief supplies included collapsible white
canes for the blind and talking thermometers.
We received donations from many individuals
and were able to pass them out to those in need
with the help of The Iwate Welfare Association
for the Visually Impaired as well as other
groups and organizations.
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●Groups who have given on-site support
Miyako Disaster FM
FM One

Miyako Society of
Verbal Translation

Ofunato City

Ofunato Disaster FM

Sekirei (Ofunato City) Yamada-machi Volunteer
Readers

Tohkaishimpo

Ofunato City Social
Welfare Conference

Miyako City Social
Welfare Conference

*Inside the Ofunato City
Welfare Center

*Inside the Miyako City
Welfare Center

Yamada-machi public library

●InTouch Organization / Supporting Groups
・JBS -Japan Broadcasting Service for Persons with Visual Impairment・My Life Station Association
・First Wind Association
・Kobe Eyelight Association
・Rokusei
●Those who have helped with support efforts
・Canon System and Support Inc., Osaka-kita Office
・Yoshifumi Murakami (USEN Corporation) ・Bazz Ltd
・Sur Ltd
・Eiichi Tanimoto
・Yoichi Oshima
・EEL 21 Inc.
・Kanefuji Industries Corporation
・URO Electronics Ind. Co., Ltd
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●Those who have helped with monetary donations, subsidies and relief supplies
Many individuals and organizations offered donations or subsidies for our
support efforts. Also, many people helped us by providing relief supplies.
We would like to appreciate their cooperation again.

Total Donations: 1,575,814 yen
Total Subsidies : 6,010,000 yen
Combined Total: 7,585,814 yen
*As of May, 2012

●Donations were sent in from overseas
Support efforts for the victims of the Eastern
Japan’s Earthquake were taking place all over
the world. A group called “We are one,
TASUKEAI Mutual Aid for JAPAN” collected
donations in India. A member of the group, Ms
Miyako Naito, sent the collected contribution of
140,270 yen directly to InTouch.
Ms Naito in Nagoya City,
May 12th, 2011

●Relief supplies
White canes, handheld radios, emergency radios, keyholder-shaped talking
thermometers, masks, food, stationery, clothing, etc.
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InTouch Activities
The morning after the disaster, beginning support for visually
impaired disaster victims
At JBS (Japan Broadcasting Service for Persons with Visual Impairment), the
day after the earthquake hit (Saturday, March 12th) there was an early morning
meeting and the decision was made to begin support efforts while putting
together the special broadcasting program for visually impaired victims in the
disaster area. Thus, the “Support Network for Visually Impaired Victims of the
Eastern Japan’s Massive Earthquake InTouch” was formed.

●InTouch’s Course of Action
1. Dispatch the support team and
survey the area
2. Grasp the overall condition of the
area and confirm stability
3. Broadcast the level of damage
through JBS
4. Provide information and news for
those involved through our
newsletters and website
Top: InTouch staff solidifying a plan of action. Katsuji Ikeda, Yoko Sato,
Daigo Higashi and Toshinobu Kawagoe
Bottom: Some of the relief supplies prepared for the first phase

Setting up locations in Osaka and Iwate
After deciding on a course of action, the InTouch headquarters were set up on
the first floor of the JBS Sonezaki Training Institute (Kita Ward, Osaka City. It
was later moved to Miyakojima Ward) and the on-site headquarters were set up
in the Iwate Welfare Association for Visually Impaired (Morioka City, Iwate
Prefecture).
Also, we were able to broadcast out damage reports and other news through
the JBS Osaka Studio (Miyakojima Ward).
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● InTouch Headquarters
(Kita Ward, Osaka City)

●On-Site Response Headquarters
(Morioka City, Iwate Prefecture)

At the InTouch headquarters we
rounded up support volunteers for
visually impaired disaster victims,
conducted a survey and collected
information
via
telephone
and
internet, and then compiled stability
confirmation data.

●JBS Osaka Studio (Miyakojima Ward, Osaka City)

We broadcast a special program
regarding the disaster aimed at visually
impaired people from the JBS Osaka
Studio.
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The support team, headed to the disaster site
●The support team’s schedule
[Condition survey / Stability confirmation / Support efforts]
First： 20th - 23rd March, 2011
Morioka / Miyako
Second： 5th - 9th April, 2011
Miyako / Kamaishi / Ofunato
[Condition survey / Stability confirmation / Support efforts as well as informative
support via radio]
Third： 17th - 19th May, 2011
Morioka / Miyako / Hanamaki / Ofunato /
Rikuzentakata
Fourth： 27th - 29th September, 2011 Miyako / Hanamaki / Ofunato
[Holding Training Seminar] (Training volunteer readers and forming a system for
informative support)
Fifth：
27th - 31st October, 2011
Morioka / Ofunato / Miyako
Sixth：
10th - 12th December, 2011 Miyako
Seventh： 24th - 26th February, 2012 Yamada / Miyako
●InTouch staff

InTouch staff members and other
volunteers with Naoki Kaneda (center
right) and Toshinobu Kawagoe (center
left) taken nine days after the
earthquake.

Naoki Kaneda (center right) and Toshihiro
Ogisaka (center left) before again making
their way back to the disaster site with the
support of some InTouch staff members.
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Support team efforts (1)
Assessing the level of damage/Relief efforts March 20th – 23rd, 2011
On the 20th to 23rd of March, we visited Miyako City, where we surveyed the
damage taken to the coastal areas. We tried to find a way to carry out our support
efforts while at the same time surveying the status of visually impaired victims.

Compiling damage information
in Morioka City
We arrived in Morioka City via Akita Prefecture on the 20th. The most
important aspect of support efforts at the time of a disaster is “reliable
information.” On the first day we compiled information about the level of damage
taken to the towns and cities in Iwate Prefecture at the Iwate Prefectural Center
for the Visually and Hearing Impaired as well as at the Iwate Welfare Association
for the Visually Impaired, the Iwate Prefecture Government (the Health and
Welfare Division for the Disabled) and the Osaka-Wakayama Prefectural Task
Force.
●Iwate Prefectural Center for the
Visually and Hearing Impaired

●The Iwate Prefecture
Government

Posted information
critical to people in the
area, such as the
register of evacuees
and traffic information

Providing sign language
and scribe services to
the hearing impaired

“The register of
evacuees” presented by
the Iwate Prefecture
Government
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The Osaka-Wakayama Prefectural
Task Force, set up on the 8th floor
of the Iwate Prefecture Government
building

Exchanging opinions for stability
confirmations at the Health and
Welfare Division for the Disabled,
Iwate Prefecture Government

Surveying the damage to the coastal region of Miyako City
On the 21st we started moving from Morioka City towards Miyako City by bus.
The area around the station was without power and the phone lines were down
but it still did not look nearly as bad as it did on TV. The damage appeared light,
however a little east from the station (the shoreline) the scenery changed
dramatically and the scenes of disaster spread. There were sea vessels capsized
along the road and the damaged houses spread out into a sea of rubble.

There were mountains
of rubble on the footpaths.

●The disastrous scene at the Kuwagasaki area
We continued on foot to the Kuwagasaki area. The landscape was increasingly
devastating. A lot of buildings were completely or partially destroyed and
members of the Self-Defense Force were doing their best to cordon off the road.
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Members of the Self-Defense Force and the Fire Service were working to cordon off
the road. The support team walked along the road and headed to a refuge shelter.

●To the Miyako City Hall
We visited the Miyako City Hall on the 22nd and found its administrative
services had come to a halt. The first two floors of the building had taken
damage from the tsunami and were completely unusable. The power was out
and the internet was down.
There was nothing we could do under these conditions and we were on the
verge of giving up. We then decided to go around the refuge shelters and
compile information about the visually impaired victims by ourselves.

The tsunami damaged the Miyako City
Hall
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A clerk sorting out documents outside
the City Hall

Life in a refuge shelter
We listened to what the visually impaired victims had to say about when the
disaster hit and life in the refuge shelters. The town had changed drastically due
to the earthquake and tsunami. As a result, it became difficult for the visually
impaired to walk around freely as before and their range of activities became
limited. The lack of information was also a serious problem.
They also mentioned that using the restrooms at night was an issue. They
were not yet used to the toilets, so they had to wake someone up and be lead out
to the restrooms when they needed to use them. This was placing a lot of stress on
them.
Life in the refuge shelters was more miserable than restrictive for the visually
impaired. After the Great Hanshin Earthquake there were people that stayed in
their damaged and dangerous homes and never went to the refuge shelters.
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Support team efforts (1)
Assessing the level of damage/Relief efforts April 5th – 9th, 2011
For a period of five days from the 5th to the 9th of April, about a month after
the disaster struck, we again visited the disaster site to survey the area, perform
stability checks and carry out support efforts. This time we again visited Miyako
City as well as stepping foot into Kamaishi City and Ofunato City (all within
Iwate Prefecture). We went around the refuge shelters in all the disaster areas,
made stability confirmations and handed out supplies to the visually impaired.
Morioka City, April 5th

We again visited the Iwate
Prefecture Government in
Morioka City and collected
information. Pictured is
the vice-president of the
Iwate Welfare Association
for the Visually Impaired,
Mr. Miura during an
information exchange.

Back to Miyako City, April 6th

The Miyako City Hall pictured in April (left) and in March
(right). Although it lost all of its functionality due to tsunami
damage, by the 26th of March they finally had the power
back on and the computers were up and running.

●State of the Miyako City area
Downtown Miyako
City on the 6th of
April. Scars left by
the disaster could
still clearly be seen.
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●The refuge shelters at Miyako City

Members of the
Self-Defense Force
running a soup kitchen
on the grounds of an
elementary school.
(Left)
Speaking with the
mother of a visually
impaired victim.
(Right)
A collection of
uncertain-ownership
photographs

Kamaishi City, April 7th
We visited Kamaishi City, the town of steel, on the 7th of April. The town lay
in ruins even about a month after the disaster had struck. Information regarding
the refuge shelters was unreliable and, judging from the disorder, the damage
seemed even worse. The hygiene standards at some refuge shelters were so poor
that one would think that the disaster had only just struck. By that time, there
had been a lot of volunteers arriving from all over the country.

The harbor took a devastating amount of
damage

A beached tanker
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● Downtown Kamaishi City

Bottom left) A large number of traffic lights
had fallen over.
Bottom right) There were a lot of items
being found buried in the rubble, including
stuffed toys, personal belongings and items
of sentimental value.

●Speaking with visually impaired victims
We got information about visually impaired victims at the refuge shelter
within the city and made our way to the nearby facility for the disabled,
“Kamaishi City Welfare Center for Physically Handicapped People.” There was a
visually impaired brother and sister staying at the center. We spoke with them
about their lives since the earthquake struck.
The visually impaired brother and sister. The
two moved from the highland refuge shelter to
the much more familiar welfare center for the
disabled. However, the center was not
designated as an official refuge shelter and
therefore supplies and aid were not available.
They were being fed by a nearby refuge shelter
but still worried if they would have enough to
eat.
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●The widening scope of support

A volunteer dispatch office set up
near the train station

The distribution
center for supplies

A red cross medical
center set up at a refuge
shelter in an elementary
school

Osaka City on-site headquarters

Donated bicycles sent from Osaka City

Ofunato City, April 8th
We left the accomodation in Tono City for Ofunato City by car. The power was
out for most of Iwate due to a strong aftershock that had hit late the night before.
It seemed yet another obstacle for the city trying to make a recovery as quickly as
possible.
Highway 45, which runs from the north to the south, marked a drastic change
in scenery. The coastal area literally looked like it had been just bombed. Most of
the nearby factories had been destroyed. We were at a loss for words when we saw
it.
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●The state of damage in Ofunato City

An intellectually handicapped man came to see the damage in the now
deserted areas along the coastline. We greeted him and listened to what he
had to say.
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●Speaking with a visually impaired vicitm
We spoke with a visually impaired victim and his family who had come from
Rikuzentakata City to stay at a refuge shelter set up in the Rias Hall cultural
center, which doubles as a library.
When we asked the visually impaired victim about
the problems he faced living in the refuge shelter, the
very first thing he mentioned was bathing and
showering. The Self-Defense Force had installed a
camping-use shower and bath. But it had no arm rails.
Those with poor eyesight had trouble with the
low-light conditions. Bathing times are also limited,
making it quite tough for visually impaired victims
and the elderly.
We presented these problems to the Health and Welfare Division for the
Disabled in the Iwate Prefecture Government the next day. They started to focus
more attention to visually impaired victims regarding bathing conditions and also
contacted those in charge at other cities.
●Refuge shelters within the city

Even the stage was being used as a living space for disaster victims.

An InTouch staff member speaking
with refuge shelter personnel

A makeshift water tank
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Support team efforts (2)
Longstanding radio “informative support” efforts
The unprecedented level of damage has brought about the realization that
Japan must “build a new country.” Just like the Great Hanshin Earthquake,
those affected by the Eastern Japan’s Earthquake must fight their way down a
long and difficult path.
We hope that we could continue to offer support and at least keep those
affected by the earthquake in our thoughts. There is an immeasurable distance
between the victims of disaster and those who have only seen and heard of it
through the media. There must be a good way to keep it fresh in people’s
memories. That’s why we decided to make a shift towards “informative support”
and spreading the word.
●Contents of the longstanding radio “informative support” efforts
1. Cooperation and program networking with FM radio stations
at the disaster sites
2. Handing out over 500 emergency radios at the disaster sites
3. Meetings and opinions exchanges related to disaster prevention

The radios that were handed out
at the disaster sites

The volunteer group “Sekirei” in
Ofunato City upon receiving the radios
and being briefed

Cooperation with radio stations at the disaster sites
In order to offer support through a network of information, we made visits to
radio stations in the affected areas. We got consent to cooperate with three
different stations: Miyako Disaster FM (in Miyako City), FM One (in Hanamaki
City) and Ofunato Disaster FM (in Ofunato City). As a link to informative support,
we started to broadcast the Miyako Disaster FM’s program through JBS on the
25th of April, 2011 and send the voices of those in the disaster area to the rest of
the country.
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●Miyako Disaster FM
This station had been planned to be set up for live broadcasts of National
High School Championship Events, but due to the earthquake it was quickly set
up and turned into a temporary FM station, and it began broadcasting
disaster-based status reports. This action was regarded so highly that they
received an honorary award from the German radio station “Regenbogen.” Two
of the broadcasters went to Germany as representatives and attended award
ceremony. It is being managed by the Miyako Community Broadcasting Society.
It is also possible to hear the program through the Ustream.

Broadcasting started during
InTouch’s first visit to the
disaster area on the 22nd of
March.

Inside the studio on our
visit in May

Posters for the station
could be seen at refuge
shelters and public
facilities.

●FM One
The radio station situated in Hanamaki City, the inland area of the Iwate
Prefecture. It broadcast disaster-related information and news to the greater
area for a short period after the earthquake struck.
About a month later it returned to
its regular schedule but continued to
broadcast disaster-related information
and news in support of the disaster
areas.
●Ofunato Disaster FM
The studio was set up inside the Ofunato City
Hall which escaped the tsunami by being
situated on higher ground. Disaster victims act
as the broadcasters.
20

Support team efforts (2)
Longstanding radio “informative support” efforts May 17th – 19th, 2011
Delivering emergency radios
Whenever a disaster strikes, ways of getting information are limited. Those
that have difficulty in getting information, including the visually impaired, will
find themselves greatly unsatisfied with the lack of information during a disaster.
InTouch dispatched their support team for the third time from the 17th to the
19th of May. Emergency radios, which are a source of vital information for the
visually impaired, were donated by Kanefuji Industries Corporation (President
Kinya Goto) and URO Electronics Ind. Co., Ltd (President Yoshiteru Uro), and
were handed out through the FM stations and other organizations.
●Emergency radio donators

The emergency radios were
distributed by InTouch. They
automatically relay emergency
broadcasts at full volume, even
if the power is switched off.

President Kinya Goto

President Yoshiteru Uro

Kanefuji

URO Electronics Ind. Co.,

Industries

Corporation

Ltd

●Emergency radio recipients
Location

Recipients
Miyako Disaster FM

Miyako

Ofunato
ｖｖ
Rikuzentakata
Hanamaki

Number of
Radios
140

Miyako City Social Welfare Conference

5

Miyako Society of Verbal Translation

10

Ofunato Disaster FM

50

Sekirei

50

Disaster response head office

100

Rikuzentakata Disaster FM

100

FM One

20
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Mr. Shoji Sato

(Right) Mr. Daisuke Takahashi

Mr. Akihiko Ochiai

Miyako Disaster FM

(Left) Mr. Ken Sato
Ofunato Disaster FM

FM One

State of the damaged areas two months after the earthquake

Efforts to remove the rubble at the Kuwagasaki

A refuge shelter with partitions at the

area in Miyako City was progressing.

Taro area of Miyako City. Tsunami
destroyed the area though it had the
most enormous embankment in the
world.

The

temporary

town

office

in

Temporary housing in Rikuzentakata

Rikuzentakata City

City
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Support team efforts (2)
Longstanding radio “informative support” efforts Sep. 27th – 29th, 2011
Meetings and opinions exchanges regarding disaster prevention
From the 27th to the 29th of September we visited broadcasting stations and
city halls in Hanamaki, Ofunato and Miyako to deliver emergency radios and
auto-starting components, and hold meetings regarding disaster management
and prevention.
●Hanamaki City

●Ofunato City

A meeting with the broadcaster
from FM One

Delivering
an
auto-starting
component at Ofunato Disaster
FM

●Miyako City

A meeting at the Hanamaki City
Hall
Delivering
an
auto-starting
component at Miyako Disaster
FM

Explaining the emergency radios (infront,
white) and an auto-starting component
(behind, black).
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Support team efforts (3)
Training of volunteer transliterators, the cornerstone to “informative support”
In order to provide lasting support for the visually impaired victims, InTouch
(JBS) built a network with volunteer groups who are active in the disaster areas.
JBS provided its transliterating and audio editing know-how by holding training
workshops in Ofunato and Miyako cities as well as in Yamada-machi. We have
brought in even better methods of informative support by improving the
transliteration skills of the volunteers in the disaster areas through workshops,
as well as cooperating with local broadcasting stations and delivering emergency
radios.

Volunteer Groups in the Disaster Areas
●Sekirei (Ofunato City)
Founded in 1988. In charge of the “Voice Library”
which loans out audio books for the visually
impaired. They also produce and publish “Voice
Magazine.” Keiko Fujimura, the head of the group,
is pictured second from the left.

●Miyako Society of Verbal Translation (Miyako City)
Founded in 1993. This group transliterates a local
newspaper and a community magazine, as well as
the “Koho Miyako” newsletter which the local
government issues. There are visually impaired
members of staff so they are able to bring in
transliterations from their perspective. Masayo
Ueno, the head of the group, is pictured to the left.
●Yamada-machi Volunteer Readers (Yamada-machi)
Founded in 1988. They transliterate the “Koho
Yamada” newsletter, record it to cassette and send
it to the visually impaired. In 2011 they won a
commendation from the Minister of Health, Labor
and Welfare. Keiko Sasaki, the group’s
representative, is pictured third from the right.
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We held various training workshops for volunteer groups who were active in
the disaster areas on October, December 2011 and February 2012.
●Training Workshop Schedule
Date: October 28th, 2011

Date: October 29th, 2011

Group Name: Sekirei

Group Name: Miyako Society of Verbal

Workshop Title: Workshop for volunteer

Translation

transliterators aiming to help the visually

Workshop Title: Workshop for volunteer

impaired

transliterators aiming to help the visually

Location: Ofunato City Welfare Center

impaired 1

Sponsors: Ofunato City, Ofunato City Social

Location: Miyako City Welfare Center

Welfare Conference, The Tohkai Shimpo

Sponsors:

Newspaper

Conference,

Miyako

City

Social

Miyako

Welfare

Community

Broadcasting Society

Date: December 11th, 2011
Group Name: Miyako Society of Verbal
Translation
Workshop Title: Workshop for volunteer
transliterators aiming to help the visually
impaired 2
Location: Miyako City Library
Sponsors:

Miyako

Conference,

City

Social

Miyako

Welfare

Community

Broadcasting Society
Date: February 25th, 2012
Group Name: Yamada-machi

Date: February 26th, 2012
Volunteer

Group Name: Miyako Society of Verbal

Readers

Translation

Workshop Title: Training of Volunteer

Workshop

Transliterators -Transliteration, Recording

volunteers

and Editing-

Location: Miyako City Welfare Center

Location:

Yamada-machi

Central

Sponsors:

Title:

Up-skill

Miyako

Community Center, Audio Visual Room

Conference,

Sponsor: Yamada-machi Public Library

Broadcasting Society
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City

Miyako

course

Social

for

Welfare

Community

Support team efforts (3)
Training of volunteer transliterators, the cornerstone to “informative support”
October. 27th – 31th, 2011

October 28th, Sekirei, “Workshop for volunteer transliterators aiming
to help the visually impaired”
The Ofunato city volunteer transliteration group “Sekirei” is currently using
cassette tapes to produce their audio books but are looking to switch to CD and
held a training workshop themed around “Digital Recording and Editing.”

The first workshop in a
while
brought
in
enthusiasm
among
participants.

Participants listening
eagerly to the lecture

The Welfare Center
where the workshop
was held

When putting theory into practice, the participants were split into two groups
to record and edit by themselves under the instructor’s guidance. Some of the
participants seemed a little confused at first but they slowly got the hang of it.

Top left) Participants operating a computer
by themselves
Top right) Participants making recordings
Left) Editing the recordings using specialized
software
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October 29th, Miyako Society of Verbal Translation, “Workshop for
volunteer transliterators aiming to help the visually impaired 1”
Intouch held three training workshops with a volunteer group “Miyako Society
of Verbal Translation.” Ms Emi Mikiko, a transliteration instructor who is active
all over Japan, acted as the tutor and provided a wide range of guidance from the
basic attitudes of volunteers to the methods of reading newsletters.
Importance was also placed on practical skills at the training workshops. Each
participant transcribed while Ms Emi pointed out problems in their reading
techniques. It became a workshop where bad reading habits were identified and
corrected.

Head Ueno Masayo
trying to improve
their
transcribing
skills along with the
other members.

InTouch
representative
Toshinobu Kawagoe
giving a few words
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Emi Mikiko, the
instructor

Participants having a go at transcribing one by one

Status of the Disaster Area, October

In the Taro district of Miyako City. An

In Kuwagasaki Elementary School, Miyako

enormous embankment wall, which had

City. The picture, which had been taken just

been said to be “Best in the World,” was

before the tsunami came, was posted.

destroyed by the tsunami.

Top left) Temporary stores in the Taro district of
Miyako City. There were a grocery store and a
hairdresser.
Top right) A damaged school in Otsuchi-cho
Bottom left) Albums and photos laid out in a
classroom, the last remains of memories now
washed away in the tsunami.
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Support team efforts (3)
Training of volunteer transliterators, the cornerstone to “informative support”
December 10th – 12th, 2011

December 11th, Miyako Society of Verbal Translation, “Workshop for
volunteer transliterators aiming to help the visually impaired 2”
There were members of the local government present at the second training
workshop held with Miyako Society of Verbal Translation. With “Official
Information and the Visually Impaired” as the theme, there was an exchange of
opinions with the official side and we urged them to understand the importance
and necessity of having an audio edition of the information. The official side
showed firm promise to further support the production of Miyako Society of
Verbal Translation’s audio edition of its newsletter.
Mr Nakamura, the head of the welfare division, promised to “show personal
information from now on to make safety confirmations easier” in reply to the
volunteers who stated that the rules surrounding private information were
hampering their safety confirmations. This decision will be noteworthy
nationwide.

Members from the local government (Miyako City Welfare Division, Public
Relations Division) who attended the training workshop.

There

were

participants

from

Tokyo and Osaka. The two on the
left came from Tokyo and the three
on the right came from Osaka.
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Support team efforts (3)
Training of volunteer transliterators, the cornerstone to “informative support”
February 24th – 26th, 2012

February 25th, Yamada-machi Volunteer Readers, “Training of
volunteer transliterators -Transliteration, Recording and Editing-”
The workshop with a volunteer group
in
Yamada-machi,
“Yamada-machi
Volunteer Readers” focused on recording
and editing. The group had lost their
chairperson in the disaster and stopped
the activities for some time. But they
began their activities again for the visually
impaired waiting for their service. There
were some volunteers (including the local
government members) from Otsuchi-cho,
located on south of Yamada-machi, at the
workshop.

Everywhere was covered with
snow.

The
head
of
Yamada-machi
Public
Library,
Toshio Sakurai

The current chairperson,
Keiko Sasaki

Both of volunteer groups from Yamada-machi and
Otsuchi-cho showed their desire to continue the
workshops.
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Visiting temporary housing in
Yamada-machi and gathering
information
from
visually
impaired victims

February 26th, Miyako Society of Verbal Translation, “Up-skill course
for volunteers”
The third workshop with Miyako Society of Verbal Translation was held with
the aim of creating a system to provide stable informative support for the visually
impaired by improving the skills of volunteers.

Status of the Disaster Area, December 2011 and February 2012
● December

Temporary housing with
wheelchair access in the
Taro area of Miyako City.

● February

Temporary housing covered in snow. Residents
of the Taro area of Miyako City are living here.

Rikuzentakata Disaster FM
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“InTouch” One Year Report
2011
March 11th
March 12th

March 20th-23rd
March 25th

April 5th-9th

April 25th
May 17th-19th

May 31th
June 5th

June 11th

June 18th

August 27th-28th

The Great Eastern Japan Earthquake Stroke.
“InTouch, Support Network for Visually Impaired
Victims of the Eastern Japan’s Massive Earthquake”
was formed.
The first dispatch of the InTouch support team (Safety
confirmations, surveying and support in Miyako)
First support team briefing session (at the JBS
Sonezaki Training Institute). Kawagoe appeared on
NHK’s “Kiratto-ikiru” and made a report on the first
survey and support efforts.
The second dispatch of the InTouch support team
(Safety confirmations, surveying and support in
Miyako, Kamaishi and Ofunato)
JBS began broadcasting “Miyako Disaster FM.”
The third dispatch of the InTouch support team
(Delivering emergency radios to Miyako, Ofunato,
Rikuzentakata and Hanamaki)
Kawagoe
appeared
on
“Shimizu
Tadashi-no
Hakenmura TV.”
Kawagoe made a speech at “The 12th Meeting The
Japanese Society for Low-vision Research and
Rehabilitation” (at the Kitakyushu International
Conference Center).
Kawagoe made a speech at “NPO Turtle General
Meeting” (at Japan Vocational Development Center for
the Blind in Tokyo).
Kawagoe made a speech at “The Forum of Residents for
Relief, Restoration and Renouncement of the Nuclear
Reactors” (At the Konohana Hall in Osaka).
Kawagoe made a speech at “The Japanese Association
for an Inclusive Society.” The exhibition introducing
InTouch’s support efforts was also held (at
International Communication Center for Persons with
Disabilities in Sakai).
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September
11th

September
27th-29th

October
27th-31st
November 3rd

December
10th-12th
2012
February
24th-26th

Kawagoe made a speech at the Smile Society’s “Those
who need help in time of disaster and Creating
environment for them” (at Toyooka Public Hospital,
Hidaka Medical Center in Toyooka).
The fourth dispatch of the InTouch support team
(Opinion exchanges with local governments and radio
stations as well as delivering emergency radios and their
auto-starting components)
The fifth dispatch of the InTouch support team (Holding
training seminars in Ofunato and Miyako)
Kawagoe made a speech at “Eyelight Fair 2011 -Support
for the visually impaired learned from the Great Eastern
Japan Earthquake-” (at the Kobe City Fukiai Culture
Center)
The sixth dispatch of the InTouch support team (Holding
a training seminar in Miyako)
The seventh dispatch of the InTouch support team
(Holding training seminars in Yamada and Miyako)
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Media Information
●NHK “Kiratto-ikiru”
At NHK’s Osaka Broadcasting Station on March 25th,
2011, Kawagoe appeared on the live program
“Kiratto-ikiru,” which introduces the cultural
activities of the disabled. He told about the first
survey and support efforts, as well as how to support
for visually impaired victims in time of disaster.
●The Tokai Shimpo Newspaper

October 30th, 2011

September 30th,
2011

In the Tokai Shimpo which is circulated in
Ofunato, Rikuzentakata and Sumita, have
twice appeared articles about InTouch’s
activities. To the left is a piece about the
emergency radios delivered to Sekirei, a
volunteer transliteration group from Ofunato.
To the right is one about the training seminar
with Sekirei.

●Other
・The Mainichi Newspaper (to the left)
April 3rd, 2011
・The Yomiuri Newspaper (to the right)
April 28th, 2011
・The Tokushu Newspaper
September 12th, 2011
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Lastly -Keep TalkingA female staff member at a temporary city hall in Rikuzentakata City
lamented that they were worried about the disabled, but they simply couldn’t
handle it all. The reluctant words might unfortunately be true. At the time of the
Great Hanshin Earthquake I also got a similar reply from a male staff member
when I asked about the status of support for the disabled, “Never mind that” he
said. We simply had to swallow those unforgiving words.
“It is said that a big earthquake will happen in the near future. The damage
cannot be bought down to zero. However, if we prepare ourselves, we may be able
to reduce the level of damage.” (The Asahi Shimbun, July 14th, 2012).
A disaster takes a heavier toll on the disabled and the elderly. Deciding on the
most effective way to lighten the damage is very difficult. It depends on
preparations in daily life. For damage reduction, you have to behave on your
judgment (which leads to “helping one’s self”) and make relations with those
around you (which leads to “helping one another”).
But it is not easy to continue to be conscious of preparations for disaster for
twenty or thirty years. It is when you stop the preparations that a disaster hits.
What is the best thing to do?
InTouch/JBS is actually pretty small, and we are only able to give the simplest
forms of support. However, we think that we can continue to spread information
throughout the disaster areas with radio. We will live through this period of time
with the visually impaired, volunteers and people in the radio broadcasting in
Iwate. And we will keep on talking not to let 3.11 and the Great Hanshin
Earthquake be forgotten.
InTouch Representative

Toshinobu Kawagoe

This heartwarming sign near Unosumai
station on the JR Yamada line caught our
eye as we were gazing out the window
while traveling down highway 48 (It reads
“Thank You Volunteers”). Taken on
December 12th, 2011 in Kamaishi City.
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The coastal area of Miyako City 10 days after the earthquake. Taken on the 21st
of March, 2011.

The center of Ofunato City with its destroyed railway lines. As of June 2012,
neither the JR Ofunato line nor the Sanriku Railway minami-rias line have
been repaired. Taken on the 19th of May, 2011.

A 10 meter tall and 2.5km long sea wall called “The Best in the World.” The
symbol of the Taro area of Miyako City, which was hailed as “The Tsunami
Proof Town,” was destroyed by a 20 meter tsunami. Taken on the 30th of
October, 2011.
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